Thank you for your interest in NorthWind. We are committed to helping our customers improve their process through automation & cutting edge design. For more information please call or visit us on the web at:

(785) 284-0080
www.northwindts.com

2751 Antelope RD
Sabetha, KS 66534
Better Process

From batching and recipe management to continuous extrusion, coating and quality control, NorthWind’s thorough knowledge of manufacturing processes and food safety sets us apart as the automation solution in the petfood industry.

Plant Integration
Learning and maintaining 5 or 10 different systems can be difficult. With NorthWind, get end-to-end control and visibility of your plant through a fully integrated automation system.

Continuous Optimization
NorthWind’s control systems are self-tuning to ensure quick, accurate, and consistent control of adjustments to fluctuations in ingredients and conditions. This provides quality control, reduces waste, and cuts time off each process startup.

User Friendly Control
Our automated system sequences allow operators to quickly get into full production, identify critical status conditions, and make necessary adjustments with minimal training.

Quality Product

From batching and recipe management to continuous extrusion, coating and quality control, NorthWind’s thorough knowledge of manufacturing processes and food safety sets us apart as the automation solution in the petfood industry.

Formula Management
NorthWind systems allow for ease of use and flexibility in management. Keep one formula database for both batching and continuous processes. Product formulas can include process variables and scalable ingredients that will adjust automatically with a change in rate.

Traceability
New food safety protocols require more visibility and monitoring of ingredients used in petfood manufacturing. Users can trace ingredients through the entire manufacturing process with lot number tracking, storage, and reporting capabilities.

Integrated Maintenance
An alarm management tool helps track control points, logs device usage, and notifies via email or text message on critical alarms. Machine diagnostic information and custom operator actions are integrated into alarm HMI screens. Contact a NorthWind representative to find more ways to benefit your maintenance processes.
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